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THE DETERMINATION OF EQUITABLE RATES FOR SUPPLYING- WATER TO
MUNICIPALITIES.
I THEORIES OF AND COURT DECISIONS ON RATE MAKING.
Since 1900 there have been numerous court decisions on
public service corporation valuations and rates. The United States
Supreme Court in two cases has affirmed the rlcht of a munici-
pality to prescribe rates, but it says such rates m.U3t not be con-
fiscatory. The burden of proof lies with the company as to whether
or Jiot the rates prescribed are unreasonable. The purpose of this
paper is to outline and discuss the factors which should be con-
sidered in adjusting rates in such a way as to appear most just
and reasonable to both the company and the public.
There are two theries as to what is the proper basis for
calculating reasonable rates for water service. The first theory
is set forth in the decisions of the Supreme Court of Maine. It
consists of two standards, as follows: " The Company has a right
to a fair return upon what is the fair value of the property of
the company at the time of appraj sjio it
,
taking into account the
current operating expenses, coot of maintainance or depreciation.
,
Also the right of the Public that the rates they pay be no more
than the worth of the service to it either collectively or
dividuallyU The second standard, i. e., that the rate to be ex-
acted from the Public be no more than what the service is worth to
the Public, singly or collectively, is considered the ultimate stan-
dard in the Maine Court. The worth of the service, if the Public
could at any time serve itself, as it is served by the Company, by
building either a plant which is a duplicate of the Company's
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plant or a dif ferent.^having the same efficiency, is soTnetimes
accepted as the basis of the second standard. Due to changes in
prices for labor and material, and due to the changes in methods
and appliances, treated in greater detail further on in this paper,
rates made in accordance wdth the second standard ml^ht differ
from rates made according to the first standard. Advantage of a
hindsight on past experience of the Company and advantage of the
changes in prices, etc., noted above would work to the benefit
of the Public in many cases and prove confiscatory. What the cost
would have been to the Public, if it had built the plant instead
of assigning the project to a company, is the more reasonable
way of viewing the worth of the service to the Pu>^lic. If the Pub-
lic did not have for a guide the experience of the Company in the
past, and if the Company built its plant in accordance with the
best engineering and business judgment available, then It is rea-
sonable to assume that the Public would have followed the same
lines of engineering and business judgment as did the Company. It
'
is possible also that the Public would not have used as good judg-
ment as the Company and the rates would be higher than under ex-
isting conditions; but the benefit of the doubt should be given
to the Public. Upon this assumption it is obvious that the two
standards would be identical and the theory set forth in the dec=
ision of the Supreme Court of Maine would agree with the second
theory, which will now be given.
The second theory is exemplified in the decisions of the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, and is best illustrated in the case
of Brymer vs. Butler Water Co. ( 179 Pa. 231). In this case

3Justice Williams in speaking for the Supreme Court says,,'* Py what
rule ia the Court to determine what is reasonable and what is op-
pressive? Ordinarily, that ia a reasonable charge or system of
charges which yields a fair return upon the investment. Fixed charges
and cost of maintenance and operation must first be provided fof
.
Then the interests of the owners of the property are to be consid-
ered. They are entitled to a fair rate of return, if their T)roper-
ty will earn it, not less than the legal rate of interest; and a
system of charges that yield no more income than is fairly requir-
ed to maintain the plant, pay fixed charges and operating expenses,
provide a suitable sinking fund for the payment of debts, and pay
a fair profit to the owners of the property cannot be said to be
unreasonable. The cost of water to the Company includes a fair re-
turn to the persons who furnished the capital for construction of
the plant, in addition to an allowance annually of a sum sufficient
to keep the plant in good repair and pay fixed charges and oper-
ating expenses. i\ rate of water rents that enables the Commny to
realize no more than this is reasonable and .li^stU
(a) Unfortunate Plants which are Exceptions to Rule.
It seems to follow that a rate fixed according to Justice
V/illiarfs theory is to be considered reasonable to the Commny and
is at once tha measure of the worth to the consumer. There 5s only
one qualification \f their property will earn it The auestion
of demand and supply may enter. The Company must be able to furnish
a proper supply and the business must be sufficient to bring a fair
return; otherwise the Company ia the loser. Such a condition does
not affect the reasonableness of the above theory.

4The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin aays, " Ordinarily the
rate of return or the rates for service that are reasonable to the
utility are also reasonable to the consumers. When consumers se-
cure these services at rates that cover only operating expenses,
including depreciation and a fair rate of return on the investment,
they are obtaining the service at as low a rate as under normal
conditions they can reasonably expect. Rut there may be exceT)tions
to this. There may be utilities which are operating under such con-
ditions that no rates that can be collected from the consumers
would be sufficient to meet the above named charges. In fact such
utilities are met with m.ore frequently than night be expected.
This unfortunate situation may be due to a lack of sufficient num-
ber of customers, to mistakes in construction and excessive cost
of same, and to many other causes. Such utilities, in order to be
paying concerns, would require higher rates for their services than
their customers are willing to pay rather than forego these ser-
vices, and the collection of such rates is, of course, out of the
question. Utilities, of which this is true cannot be subject to
any general rules. They can be dealt with only in the light of the
conditions which surround them".
(b) Probable Mental Attitude of Public.
It should be remembered that the mental attitude of the
Public at the time that need for water works is felt is about as
follows:- The community roust have water. The individuals do not
have the necessary capital or do not wish to risk their money in
the venture, due to uncertainties, nor do they want to be bothered
with putting the project in shape and managing it. They prefer to

5have others do it and offer proDer induoeinents
. Outsiders are In-
vited to undertake the project and are offered. In addition to a
fair return on capital inveoted - a return cOTnTnensurate with in-
terest on capital invested in undertakings of equal security - a
profit for managing. ( The profit should be in accordance with
custom and be equal to the profit offered in undertakings of sim-
ilar risk, responsibility and magnitude). The Company is supposed
to use good judgment in constructing the plant and to operate it
efficiently. The Public is willing to pay a fair return on all
capital invested, except such as is unwisely and unnecessarily ex-
pended. That it is reasonable to assume such a mental attitude on
the part of the Public can hardly be questioned. Care should be
used in the appraisement that, in judging whether past expendi»
tures were unwise and unnecessary, that hindsight or benefit of
knowledge of past history of Company be not used in judging the
foresight of the Company in the past. The appraisers should put
themselves in the position of the Company at the time the expendi-
tures were made in deciding upon the wisdom of such expenditure.
(c) Distribution of Burden of Income.
After the question of total fair return is settled it
should be considered necessary to investigate thoroughly the ques-
tion of adjusting the income from the tax payers i. e. the Public
in general, and the income from private consumers. The burden of
the total income should be properly distributed. The consumer
should pay for his service and the tax Dayers ( consumer naturally
included in this class also) should pay for the service rendered
to the Public such as fire protection, water for public buildings,

fountains, flushing sewers, cleaning streets etc. This principle
has been used repeatedly by the Railroad Commigsion of Wisconsin
in decisions on cases of rates to be oharped by public utilities.
In many cases the City en.ioys privileges of free water, low hy-
drant rentals etc., the saving to the City being really borne by
the private consumers.
TT WHAT FAIR RATKS SHOULD INCLUDE
What a fair return should include will now be outlined,
followed by a discussion of each item given in the outline.
A fair return on the investment should include:
A All operating expenses including such maintenance as
is clearly distinguished from renewals.
B. Taxes.
C. A proper annual payment into a depreciation fund from
which to pay for renewal of equipment.
D. A fair rate of interest on the value of the T)lant
that is used and useful in giving the service to the
Public.
The value of the plant includes the physical value of
the plant, the business or going value of the concern
and a reasonable working capital.
Each of the above items will now be taken up.
A. Operating Expenses.
All expense incident to carrying on the business of supply-
ing water not included under items B to D inclusive will be termed
operating expenses. A detailed list of the various expenses which

should be included under operating expenses ia not feasible as all
plants are not alike. Operating expenses may, in a general way, be
said to include cost of labor and materials for maintenance in
pumping and distributing the water, the cost of reading meters,
cost of miscellaneous commercial supplies and expenses, salaries,
general office supplies and expenses, insurance, stationery, and
printing,
B, Taxes.
Nothing need be said in regard to expense of taxes. Tt is
one of the costs to be included in the fair rate.
C. Depreciation,
(a) General Discussion.
Depreciation is generally subdivided into three classes
(1) physical depreciation, (2) functional depreciation and (3)
contingent depreciation.
It is admitted that an operating public utility Dlant is
.
limited in life; that even where current repairs are properly met
and the utility efficiently managed, there exists a loss in value
directly dependent upon the length of operation? that such losses
are always present, whether the plant be in its Initial or last
stages of operation; and that such losses are properly borne by the
consumers and properly m^ade a charge against the revenue of the
Com.pany. A fund drawn from the income of the plant should be ac-
uumulated sc that as the various parts of the plant are worn cut
they may be replaced with new parts from the depreciation fund.
It is the duty of the Com.pany to provide such a fund in order that
tha investment may be kept intact. In some states the keeping of

such a fund is compulsory.
In his paper on Waterworks Valuation on pape 16 of '^^ol. 64
of Trans. Am. Soc, Civ. Eng'r^. Mr. Leonard Metcalf writes as fol-
lows:- " Broadly speaking, this depreciation may be classified
under physical and functional depreciation, 8.nd, In certain cases,
perhaps, under a third head growing out of expediency or extraor-
dinary external requirements. By physical depreciation is meant the
acttjal wear and tear of operation upon the structure; by function-
al depreciation, the obsolescence of the structure or its inability,
for one reason or other, effectively to meet throughout its life
the full requirements of the service. Thus the structure ir^ay suffer
total depreciation and be thrown out of service, not only because
wear and tear has reached a condition where further expenditure
for repairs or attempts to make it suitable for the reauired ser^
vice would not be econom-ical or expedient, but also because recent
Improvements, or new inventions, new developments and radical
changes in service, or the dem.ands of one kind or another involv-
ing sweeping changes in the existing plant, miake abandonment nerv-
es sary.
" The rates of depreciation of the different componeht parts
of a water-works system vary greatly, both in the final limit of
useful life and in the progress or rate of depreciation during that
life. The depreciation may be at a uniform rate, or at a variable
rate, or indeed at an irregular rate, depending upon various fac-
tors. Thus, in the case of a reservoir, the structure may suffer
substantially no depreciation until the time when it has to be
abandoned by the requirements of larger size, greater pressure.
1
9or other detail of service: when this time does come, if the res-
ervoir is actually abandoned, it suffers t^tal depreciation, or,
if it continues to serve a partial need, partial depreciation. A
pumping engine may suffer virtually no depreciation in the first
year of its life, indeed it may run more smoothly than when new:
thereafter, it may depreciate steadily, if slightly, until it is
outgrown and another larger machine has to be added when it sud-
denly suffers a very large depreciation: it may then be used as an
auxiliary machine for a portion of the timie for a further period
of years, until even this limited use proves uneconomii cal, though
the engine may be held for em.ergency use for some time until it is
finally abandoned, and only junk value less cost of rem.oval remain-^?.
Clearly such a life history miay be a very erratic one",
(b) Three Methods of Calculating Depreciation.
On the matter of calculating depreciation, Mr. Metcalf
further says: " Three general methods of calculating the total de^
preclation of a water-worJrs plant, at any time in its life history,
have been developed: First, the sinking-fund method; second, the
constant-rate or straight-line method: and, third, what mj ght be
termed the individual analysis method, by consideration of the loc-
al conditions, m.ore particularly with their reference to one anoth=-
er and their bearing upon the general efficiency of the plant.
" Allen Hazen, M. Am. Soc. C. E. (and perhaps others) has
suggested that in calculating the depreciation of cast iron pipe,
a consideration of the loss in carrying capacity would furnish an
added criterion. It certainly does, although its direct application
is impossible, for the reason that the pipe system is designed with
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some regard for this very factor - gradual loss in carrying cap-
acity - hence, to charge a greater depreciation in the early life
of the plant in addition to the hurden of the greater pipe sizes
used to meet this very contingency, would be to inal?:e a double
charge against earnings. By this criterion the loss in the early
years of the life of the pipes would exceed that resulting from the
application of the sinking-fund method. The true results must He
somewhere between the two, though if the assum.ed life of the struc-
ture in the sinking-fund method be moderate, any allowance on this
score may be excessive.
" In the opinion of the writer, all these methods are but
aids to judgment, and must be applied with care and discretion, and
with a clear conception of the extent of the modifying Influences
or considerations: no subject in the engineering field requires
richer experience or riper judgment. Obviously, the first or second
and third methods may give identical results. The first method '•
shows a sm.aller rate of depreciation in the earlier years, and a
larger rate of depreciation in the later years, of the life history
of the plant under consideration, than does the second m-ethod. In
valuation the third method can be applied as readily as the others,
but in accounting - in the operation of a water works plant - the
first two methods are the more specific, easier, and more certain
of application. In operation it is generally more satisfactory to
the stock holders to have an agreed and known percentage of first
cost or of income charged off to depreciation annually, than to
have lump sum amounts charged off as the service demands and the
annual income or surplus may warrant. The formLer method of
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distribution should be no lesa accurate in a period of years, and
should reduce the extreines of fluctuation in dividends,
" It may be said, however, that the work involved in cal-
culating depreciation by the sinking-fund method Is norrlnal when
the probable useful life of the structure and the rate of interest
for the sinking fund have been determined, provided sinking fund
tables are available".
For convenience Plate 1 and Tables 1 and 2 are given. These
tables and Plate 1 explain themselves. Mr. Fetcalf further says?
" As to the period of life of different portions of the water-works
plant, opinions vary with the views and experience of the engineer
or man rendering judgment, and many local circumstances and con-
ditions affect the efficient and useful life of the structure and
hence the depreciation very materially, (renerally, however, the use=
ful life of those structures has been assumed by different engineers^
testifying in water-works valuation cases to lie between the gen-
,
eral limits given in Table 3,
" The figures of depreciation in Table 3 m.ay be largely ex-
ceeded. In a rapidly growing, young community, the efficient life
of the structure m.ay be very short: pumps m^ay be outgrown and dis-
carded within 5, instead of 20 to 30 years time; pipe may be re-
placed in 10 years or even less, etc; and yet reasonable prudence
m-ay have been exercised in the original design: but the promise of
development, or direction of growth, or character of the demands of
the service, may have been too uncertain to warrant larger outlay
and m:Ore liberal design in the original construction,
" In principle, therefore, every water comnany should
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PLATE 1.
TRANS. AM. SOC. CIV. ENQRS.
VOL. LXIV, No. 1105.
METCALF ON
WATER-WORKS VALUATION.
\
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" write off or deduct annually from its assets a sun which will,
at least, cover this depreciation, and the writer is of the opin-
ion that, jBasmuch as this allowance has to be made in advance of
the development of the facts and testing off the structure, a liber-
al policy should be adopted in order to ensure reasonably the
future integrity of the capital invested in the plant In so far as
this phase of operation is concerned.
" The total annual depreciation will generally be found to
lie between the following limits:
For gravity works from l/2 ^ to 1 ^
" pum.ping " "1 1/2 io to ?. f
of the original cost, though considerable variation from these
limits will be found, owing to the abnormially high functional de-
preciation resulting from errors in ,1udgment, the development of
structural weakness, faulty design, or from an over-niggardly pol-
icy in original construction, and to a multiplicity of other causes
(c) Renewals Versus Depreciation.
Mr. Metcalf further says: " Renewals:- Engineers are som.e-
what divided in opinion as to the necessity of charging off to de-
preciation any portion of renewals involving a betterm.ent of the
service. Some contend that renewals involving betterment of service
there being no difference of opinion, of coiirse. In regard to re-
newals which are mere replacement of existing, structures - should
be charged in part only to construction; or, in other words, that
the value in the original structure not previously written off in
depreciation should be deducted from the construction account
simultaneously with the addition to it of the increment of value

in the renewal represented by the "betterTrent of the service! while
other engineers contend that the entire cost of the element of the
renewal representing the betterraent of the service, should be
charged to construction account, without any deduction on account
of the remaining value in the original structure which has been
sacrificed or lost, upon the theory that the betterment is demand-
ed by increased business or larger requirements, and that hence the
new business should carry the entire burden of the larger debt thus
created. To take a concrete example, let us suppose that the grow-
ing needs of a community necessitate the relaying of a 6 inch pipe
with a 12 inch pipe. Upon the first theory, the water-worVg company
would be entitled to charge to construction account only the dif~
ference between the entire cost of the 12 inch pipe and the remain-
ing value ( i. e., not yet written off) in the 6 inch ripe, the
rest being charged to renewals in offset to depreciation; upon the
second theory, the entire cost of the 12 inch Dipe might be charged
to construction account, upon the theory '-that the 6 inch pipe was
still adequate to meet the requirements for which it was laid, and
that the larger m.ain was required by the greater demands of added
business which should therefore carry its entire cost. Furthermore,
say exponents of the second theory, the saving in interest upon the
smaller original structure during its life, as com^rared with the
larger structure had it been built, has more than covered the cost
of the smaller structure: to which it is replied, that this fact
has no significance beyond pointing the limits of rational design.
Certainly the first theory is the most conservative, and
safer from the point of view of the bond holder or owner of the

IP
property"
.
(d) Average life of Plant.
In calculatinf; the avera^re life of the whole riant two
methods are outlined in the Railroad Comrnigsion of Wisconsin the
Menominee and Marinette cases. The two methods used were outlined
hy President Alex. C. Humphreys, of the Stevens Institute as '^ollows
(1) Compound Interest Sinking Fund Method.
By his so-called "compound interest sinkinje- fund" method tte
separate parts of the property are classified according to their
years of life, and a sinking fund payment at a prescribed rate of
interest calculated for each class. The total figure gives the a-
mount to "be set aside each year and the average life is the time
required to accumulate the value of the plant hy setting aside this
required amount.
(2) Direct Method - without use of interest.
By his second or "direct" method T^resident Humphreys calcu-
lates the average life without the aid of interest accumulated hy
a system, of weighted averages. The same classification of pro"Derty
according to years of life is followed out as used in the proceed-
ing method. There is then calculated the total numher of dollars
required for each class during the longest life period and this,
in turn, 1 s multiplied by the number of years during which each
dollar( or the plant which the dollar pays for) does duty". The re-
sulting "dollar years", divided by the total dollars to be used ^or
purposes of replacement during the "longest life neriod", gives the
average or the composite life. As an illustration both methods are
applied to the Menom-lnee plant in Table ^.
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It will be noted that by method 1 an averaf.e life of 1'?.47
years is arrived at, while by method 2 the coinposite life is piven
as 17.54 years. The slight difference In these results, it is
olaiTTied, is due to the use of compound Interest tables on over lap-
ping life periods, and will vary with the rate of interest employ-
ed. The results obtained are sufficiently close so that either fig-
ure m.ay be used for practical purposes. Both methods seem well sea-
soned and serve as an admirable check upon the other.
The amount that the reserve fund will be able to earn
would depend upon the frequency with which the money would have to
be withdrawn from the fund to make replacements. Of course the sec-
ond method i.e. the "no-interest" method would require the larger
annual payments into the depreciation fund. The^no-lnterest" method
would be employed where the units are not replaced until the end of
their assumed life. The first method would, in water-works cases,
be ordinarily employed.
For general inform.ation and guide Table 5 has been inserted.
This table is copied fr6m Table IC in the Madison Gas and Electric
Co. case which was decided by the Railroad Commission cf "'isconsin.
This table shows the relative proportions of cost of reproduction
new, falling within specified life groups, for the Madison gas and
electric plants, for a typical water and for a telephone plant,
(e) What the Depreciation Fund Should Hot Include.
The annual sum, to be laid aside for the purpose of having
a fund wherefrom to draw the mioney necessary to replace the parts
of the plant as they have to be discarded, should be based on the
average life of the plant and the actual cost of replacing the parts
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This cost will not be the same as the value of the r>lant
upon wBiich a fair return is to "be figured (as outlined on pa^e 6),
The total suir, to which yearly contributions are to he
made, by either the sinking fund method or the straight line Tr^ethod,
should include only the actual cost of renewing the parts of the
plant as they are worn out. Since the plant is renwwed by a piece-
meal construction method there will, in all probabilities, be no
costs of engineering, promotion, legal work, securing franchise
and interest during construction incident to the replacing as was
necessary in the original construction.
B. A Fair Rate of Return or Interest on Plant.
Interest
.
(1) Pure Interest.
(a) Influences Affecting Rate of Interest,
A fair rate of interest on the value of the plant that is
used and useful in giving the service to the Public means a fair
rate of interest on the physical value of the plant and the busi-
ness or going value of the concern.
The rate that m.ay be considered a reasonable return for in-
terest and profit undoubtedly varies with the circumstances. Genera-
ally speaking, however, it can perhaps be said that under normal
conditions it consists of the ordinary rates for capital similarly
invested, which are sufficiently high to encourage investors to en-
ter such enterprises.
The rate of interest will be affected by the following con-
siderations. The general character of the franchise will affect the
rate of interest. A franchise which effectually shuts off
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competition will safeguard the investment, and a perrietual fran-
chise is "better than a lin'ited term franchise; such franchises
would cause a lower rate of interest. Option of purchase "by the
City might tend to raise the rate demanded, especially If the City
had an option of purchase at an early date, say 10 or 15 years fron
the time of granting the franchise. The investors would no doubt
he entitled to a higher rato due to the added risks of possible
losses during the early life of the plant, with not sufficient time
to recuperate before the City took over the plant. Of course much
would depend on the terms of purchase. If the City agreed to pay
the value of the plant including losses during the early period,
considering such losses as a part of the going value of the con-
cern, then the objection to the option would largely disappear.
a
Another disadvantage is the fact that capital invested in^public
utility is placed without the possibility of being readily recalled
and placed in another locality or business in case the project
turns out to be a losing proposition. Money invested in ordinary
corom.ercial enterprises can, comparatively readily, be changed from,
one place to another. The merchant can usually m.ove his stock of
goods as often as he thinks best, but the water=works man m.ust stay
where he is or if the business is not profitable sell his plant for
junk or at least at a price on which the returns would be satisfac-
tory to new owners. In some cases he may even not be able to sell
the plant for junk if he ia bound by his contract. Another disad-
vantage in the case of the water-works plant is that certain fixed
costs go on continuously whether its product is sold at a loss or
not. The plant miust be in readiness to serve at all times. When
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a alack time strikes the Eanufacturer he is able to cut down ex-
penses, lay off labor or even close his doors entirely, but the
public utility is not permitted to do this. In a water-wcrks pro-
ject the risks are numerous. The fixed capital is necessarily lar??.e
and any mistake in placing such capital my cause loss. For in-
stance, the direction of growth of a city may be very different
from what m.ight have been reasonably expected. Large m.ains will be
placed where later developments show that small mains should have
been placed and vice versa. The growth of the town may have been
overestimated, and consequently m.ore capital invested than was nec-
essary. Industries may withdraw from the town. Such exr>erierces
in water works projects add to the rate of interest demanded by
capitalists in new projects.
The location of the plant will affect the rate of interest
demanded. Money invested in new or undeveloped country draws larger
rates of interest than money invested in similar projects in older
and more settled countries. For example money borrowed on projects
in the less thickly settled parts of Missouri would draw higher
interest rates than money borrowed on similar projects in the more
settled corn belt country of Illinois. Some persons state that cap-
italists in the East demand larger ratea the further from New York
the investment is.
(b) Data on Actual Rates of Interest Paid.
Money placed in saving banks, trust companies and good mort-
gages yield from about 4 to about 5 percent. In the case of such
investments the risks are very small and they require but little
attention. These rates consist mostly of pure interest and can,
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perhaps, "be regarded ss the minimum rates that are obtained by
ordinary investors. Money invested in good bonds for which there
is a ready market bring no more than the above rates. Bonds and
mortgages of a somewhat lower grade yield from 6 percent up to
8 percent or more, and commerical paper brings from 6 percent to
perhaps 10 percent or better. In fact there a.re such variations in
both the character of the investment and the rates they yield that
it is difficult, if not impossible, to properly classify them.
Interest rates at the beginning are always higher than
after the plant has b'^en in operation long enough to become stable.
This is shown in the financial history of roost successful public
utilities and other enterprises. In the case of most railroads the
bonds which were issued for the first part of t>^e construction work
often bear twice as high interest rates as bonds that were issued
since the traffic had been developed. Many of the earlier Issues
bear interest at the rate of 7 percent and even at this had to be
sold at heavy discounts, while later issues bear interest at 3 l/s
and 4 percent and sell at par. Such cases are common rather than
exceptional. The above is true also of various other piibllc utili-
ties.
In the Ant i go Water Co. case the Railroad Commission of
Wisconsin says as follows of pure interest: " Money Invested in
real estate m.ortgages, where the mortgage does not exceed 50 percent
of the normal market value, appears to yield about 5 percent. In
this case the security is usually ample, but a certain amount of
management is required in placing and looking after the loans. This
involves some sacrifice or coat and this is included iij the interest
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In addition to this, such mortgages are not always as easily dis-
counted as might be desirable, especially to those who, for one
reason or another, may find it to their advantage to hold securi-
ties that are readily converted into cash. Mortgages covering a
greater proportion of the m.arket value of the property often bear
6, 7, and even higher rates of interest, and even at this may not
find a ready market at par. What is true of mortgages is also true
of securities generally. First class railroad bonds m.ay sell on a
4 or 5 percent basis, while lower grade bonds, stocks, and commer-
cial paper are usually selling at prices that yield m.uch higher
returns. From- this it appears that while the net interest rate is
about 4 percent, the gross rate is m.uch higher, varying with the
work of management and with the security or safety of the invest-
ment. For a m.ortgage, for instance, which bears interest at 5 ner
cent and sells at par, the net rate is probably about 4 per cent,
while one-half of one per cent in each case may cover management
and risks.
" The securities of publle service corporations sell at al-
most all kinds of prices. Bonds which do not exceed one-half of the
cost value of the plant and its business sometimes sell on a 5 per
cent basis, and at other times again at prices that yield higher
returns. When the bonds cover a greater proportloh of the value
than this, the price is lower, often so low, in fact, that the
yield is from, c to 7 per cent and even more. The prices of such se-
curities are greatly affected by local conditions, such as the vol-
ume of the business of the plants, the character of their manage
«
ment, the relations which obtain between these utilities and the
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communities which they serve, the manner in which their finances
have been handled, and on other facts of this nature".
(c) Rate of Pure Interest to be Used in any Case.
The rate of interest to be used by appraisers can be decid-
ed only after a careful study of local rates and conditions affect-
ing the rates. In almost all cases the rate of interest the man-
ager of the water works has to pay for hia borrowed money will be
the correct rate to use. The manager will no doubt, ha^e secured tte
lowest rate possible. C, G, Young, Assoc. AM. Soc. n. E. in the
Engineering Mews of Feb. 2, 1911 gives an interesting discussion
on the question of interest on investment and submits tentative per-
centages as a fair rate of return on invested capital under condi-
tions set forth by him and likely to be m.et with in a valuation.
The article is instructive, but is too voluminous to be embodied
in this paper.
Instead of taking up the discussion on physical and busi-
ness value of plant at this point, the question of profit will be
taken up as It logically follows after the question of pure interest
{2) Profits.
The profits of a business consist of tha balance between tlB
sum of all exTDenses and the total income of the business ^ - pure
interest on capital invested being considered as an exrense. This
difference is the share of those who, in the full sense, are re-
sponsible for the enterprise. This share is obviously not fiTced.
In som.e cases the profits are figured on the sales or turn-
overs; in other cases, by a yearly salary; but the most comr^on
basis of measurement is the investment, the same basis as that upon
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which interest is measured.
In the early days the capitalist and employer were one and
the same person. The employer furnished all the capital, managed
the business and assumed all the risks. Since the functions of
both capital and the employer were united in the samiS person, there
was, in actual practice, no very good reason for separating the com-
pensation of these two factors. Hence interest and profit were con-
sidered under one head. Since the advent of corporations, systems
of credit and other modern conditions, all this has changed, Now
those who have capital, but do not prefer to risk it iti their own
business, usually loan it to those who have business abilities and
are engaged in industrial enterprises, and who are willing to pay
the current rates of interest on such loans. Hence those who fur=
nish capital receive Interest thereon; and those who borrow it and
use it in their business receive profits or the surplus above the
expenses as comi^ensation for their services af managemient and the
risks. The emiployer m.ay have, and generally has, considerable of ^
his own capital invested.
(a) Wages of Managemient etc. Included in Operating Expenses.
As stated above profits are taken up in the following ways.
When wages of management and superintendence, which are included in
the operating expenses include full compensation for such technical
skill and ability of management, including the work of planning the
operations and their ultimate directions as may be required and
when this compensation is included in operating expenses, then it
is clear that it should not be included elsewhere.
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(b) Profits Measured by Percentage of "Turn^-overs"
.
In soTTie cases only superintendence is included in the oper-
ating expenses, while management is not. The cost of mf?nagement ia
then covered in the profits. As the cost of management bears a
close relation to the work that is required of it, it is seen that
such cost is comparatively low where the larger proportion of the
investment consists of a durable and easily managed plant which re-
quires but little attention after it has been built and put in
operation. In this case the profit for management Is taken as a
certain percent of the "turn-covers".
(c) Profits on Same Basis as ^ure Interest.
As elsewhere stated the profits are generally measured in
the same way as pure interest i.e. a percent of ths value of the
plant. The rate of profit «ill follow in a general way the rate of
pure interest. The factors a-^fecting the rate of interest to be
paid tothe capitalists affect the rate of profit demanded. The
proper rate to be allowed for profit is more difficult to arrive .
at than the pure interest on the investment. The return on the in-
vestment may be great enough to meet all eypensas including inter-
est on the money borrowed, but leave nothing for profit. The in-
come m.ay not be sufficient to do even this in cases of unfortunate
plants or plants in abnormal condition referred to in first part
of this paper. They only information found by the writer on defin-
ite profit to be allowed in water-works was in Leonard Metcal'^'s
article on Water-works Valuations in Vol. 64 of Proc. Am. Soc. Civ.
Eng'rs. on pages 44, 45 and 46 from which extracts will be taken
which bear on the subject. The extracts are from argument of Hon.
1
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Herbert M. Heath, Counsel for Water District in "Portland, Maine,
Case, upon Reasonable Profit Ratio (The case in question 173.3 a
valuation case and not a rate case).
Mr. Heath states: " It is not any easy matter to determine
just what this ratio of profit ought to be. Tjpon it^ correct and
fair determination rests the justice of this award, both to the
public servant and to the public served,
" Were this a rating decree, this ratio of Profit would de-
termine the maximum rates to be paid. In that event the basic rate
of interest to be allowed for cost of capital employed would be
highly material.
" It may not be without value to make some study of public
service corporations and their relations with capital.
" The data do not exist for studying the ratio of profit
in other water companies in thds State or elsewhere. No book Is
published giving the statistics of water comnanies. water coraranies
have hitherto been able to defeat all legislation tending to pub-
licity by way of annual returns. ( Mr. Heaths argument was made in
May 1908) Even if made, the usual practice of falsifying the cost
of construction, as in this case, would make the returns useless
as evidence,
" A study of municipal water plants is futile. Their ratio
of profit is often a minus quantity met by taxation, "^hen a profit
over cost is found, it is usually because the municipal policy is
making the rate payers pay for extensions out of earnings, or
hastening the payment of bonds, or som.e other consideration to
make the people believe that they are acquiring property without
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being taxed in fact.
" The only exhaustive and educating returns are those of*
railroads. They approach the standard of the water company nearer
than any other public service corporation.
" The steam railroad, by lon^ use and experience, by its
closeness to the public, by partial public regulation, and by a
growing system of scientific official reti^rns, is somewhat analo-
gous to the water company.
" Still the analogy is not perfect. The business ris"k:a of
a railroad are great. The opportunities for loss through negligenc
constantly threaten earnings. There are many paculiar hazards and
difficulties. It is dependent upon the general prosperity of the
country in a large degree. Competition is usually a factor. Tt is
far more subject to restrictive legislation. In short, it by no
means presents the safety and security incident to an investment
in a water plant in a prosperous city. And yet it approaches the
safety and return and security of investment in water worlds more
nearly than any other public service corporation.
" A long and patient study of the official returns of the
ll&ine Central Railroad covering several years, leads me to the con
elusion that, applying to them the reasoning here used, its ratio
of profit to capital cost is 1 ,26, and the Boston and Maine ^ail
road 1 .24. The Somerset Railway, an old road, 1 , and the
Bangor and Aroostook, a newer road carrying many risks, 1 .1-0.
" We respectfully submit that it is more thati Just to the
water company, situated as this Company is, to fix its ratio of
profit at 1 .25. Assuming the cost of capital to be 5 l/2 percent
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the maxirnum rate would yield P 7/P percent on the capital employ-
ed as represented by the cost of reproduction.
" We submit that capital will gladly enter the water-works
field, whenever it can be assured by law that the full use of the
franchises will enable it to recei-re from, the public compensation
for all original risks, full com.pensat ^ on for all capital used up
in the service, an annual return upon the value of the property
and franchise at the going rate of capital invested with like de-
gree of safety, and that it may step out of the enterprise with
such natural increment as may come to it, and with a profit equal
to one-fourth of the original capital and its natural increment".
Mr. Metcalf says on page 3? of volume P4 o:^ Am. Soc. Ci-"-.
Engrs. as follows: " The reasonable ratio or excess of profit over
cost to be allowed to the public service or quasi-municipal cor-
poration is largely a question of good sound judgment based on an
intimate knowledge of all the facts and the ][ocal circumstances
bearing upon the case in question. Generally speaking, this ultim.s.te
ratio, corresponding to the development of the maximum lawful in-
come for any given investment, may lie between 25 and 50 fo but
even these limits may be exceeded".
In the Antigo Water Co, case the Railroad Commission of
Wisconsin says of the question of profits. " Just what this com-
pensation should amount to, is not always easily deterlmined. While
there are water works that are actually losing money, owing to var-
ious local conditions, the greater proportion of them are undoubt-
edly paving institi tions, or can be made such. That . this is the
case, is clearly shown by the many financial reports that have
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been examined. We are not able to give the average apeculative
gains of water works in this state, but can aay, that where they
exist, they run up to 1, 2f 3, and soTnetimes as high as 5 per cent.
When interest is figured at 5 per cent, there are plants that show
a surplus above this of from 2 to 3 per cent, or more, on what
appears to be fair valuations of the plants and the business".
Interesting testimony was given in the Madison Gas and Elec-
tric Company Case before the CoiTimission in which expert witnesses
gave testimony as to what they considered a fair interest, to in-
clude pure interest and profits. One of the witnesses set P to 10
percent as the proper limit, while the other two set the minimum
limit at 10 percent. H. L, Doherty, pre':'.ident of the company, was
of the opinion that the fair return should be placed at 10 of
which 6 percent was for interest and 1 percent for nrofit. The
Qommission allowed 7 l/2 percent on the coat of the gas plant and
8 percent on the cost of the electric plant for interest and profit
the interest h8,ving been taken as close to 6 percent.
HL VALUE OF PLANT
.
(1) Physical Value of the Plant.
The physical value of the plant may be said to include
(a) The Actual Value of the Physical Plant.
(b) Land.
(c) Interest during Construction, Engineering, Legal Expen-
ses, and Contingencies during Construction.
{^) Actual Expense of Securing Franchises,
(e) Discount on Bonds - under Certain Conditions.
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(a) The Actual Physical Value of the Plant.
In appraisals the courts usually con3i'ier such factors as
original cost, cost of reproduction new, the cost of reproduction
new less depreciation, book value, and capitalization: their gross
earnings, operating expenses and net earnings; and the cost of
building up the business. The best connected discussion of these
items, found by the wriiter, is that of the Railroad Sommission of
V/isconsin in the Antigo Water Company Case, extracts of which will
be given here.
" Relative Importance of Original Cost, Cost of Reconstruc-
tion and Present Value of Plant.
" The original cost of construction, the cost of reconstruc-
tion new, the cost of reconstruction new less depreciation, tha as-
sets and liabilities when taken as a whole, the capitalization and
the gross earning and operating expenses, are elements that enter
into the value of public utilities and should be considered in de-
termining their value for rate-making and other purposes. Each one
of these elements, in fact, constitutes evidence of what is the fair
value. The original cost, the cost of reproduction new, and the
present value bear a very close relation to the physical property
of the plants and are therefore of the greatest importance in deter-
mining the value of the same. As to which one of the three elements
is of the greatest importance in fixing this value, is a matter that
largely depends upon the circumstances in each case, and may also
be more or lass affected by the purposes for which the valuation is
intended"
.
(1) Original Cost Method.
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" As pointed out above, the cost-valuea obtained under
these three methods seldom agree with each other. As to whether
the orif;inal cost is always the greatest of these three items, is
not certain. Much depends upor the prices at which labor and mater-
ial were taken into a account in each case, upon whether the plants
were economically and efficiently constructed, upon what items. In
addition to labor and material, were included in the construction
account, upon the character of the maintenance, and upon other
conditions. But no matter wkat the difference between these three
cost-values may amount to, each one of these items constitutes evi-
dence of the true value and should therefore be carefully consider-
ed.
" The original cost of construction, when it can be determin-
ed is often emphasized by the utilities or their representatives
as the item that should be given particular consideration in val-
uing their plants. When the original cost includes only proper
charges, and when there have been no unnecessary wastes or mistakes
of such character that no one but the owner should be held respon-
sible for them, then the original cost of construction would seem
to represent the investment that has been made in the physical pro-
perty of the plant. Investments made under such conditions are cer=
tainly entitled to a great deal of consideration, especially when
the plants are valued for rate-making purposes.
" This cost, if the records have been properly kept, should
be shown by the construction accounts. T^ese accounts, with the re-
cords upon which they are based, should show the cost of each of
the different parts of the plant, the cost of engineering,
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superintendence and management, the amount that was allowed as in-
terest on the capital during the construction period, the amount,
if any, at which the bonds were discounted, the "hasia upon which
the stock was issued, the promotion expenses, if any, the basis
upon which the contracts for construction were let, the cost of the
franchises that were obtained and of other items. In fact, the
books of a plant, if properly kept, should show In detail the cost
of each of the various factors of which the total cost of the plant
is made up,
" The original cost, even when shown in full detail, m^ay not
be the same as the value upon which the investors are entitled to
reasonable returns. The question which arises here is a question
of equity between the investors on the one hand, and the customers
of the plant on the other. The former are entitled to reasonable
returns upon reasonable valuations, and the latter are under obli-
gations to pay rates for the services they abtain that will yield
such returns. The problem, therefore, is to find a valuation that
is reasonable to both sides, and this value, when found, may not
always be represented by the amount of money actually invested.
The plant, for instance, may have been built when prices were ab-
normally high. Money may have been squandered through lack of or=
dinary foresight, the failure to secure competent engineering advice
excessive promotion fees and discounts, private understandings with
the contractors in charge of the construction, and in many other
ways. On the other hand, the plant may have been constructed when
prices v/ere excessively low, or it may have been taken over at an
exceedingly low price due to failures, foreclosure sales or other
reasons depending very largely upon the foresigjit and enterprise

of the owners. In siJich cases it would seem to be no fairer to
charge the consumera with excessive costs in the one case, that it
would be to give them all the benefits of the low costs in the
other. While the cost of a plant may not agree with the arrount upon
which its earnings should be based, the fact atill remains that the
cost accounts are of the greatest importance in fixing this value.
" Thus it appears that the original cost of a plant should
be given no greater consideration when unreasonably high than when
the plant was had at a ^argain. Generally speaking, it is undoubt-
edly true that the greatest amount of justice is done when abnor-
mal conditions are at least largely eliminated from consideration
in fixing the value. Persons or companies entering upon such under-
takings when conditions are abnormal or unusual, or who under such
conditions are willing to finance the same, may be said to do so
at their own risk, and may, therefore, have little or no reason for
complaining if the plant is afterward appraised at normal market
prices applied to ordinary conditions of oonstruotion, even if this
results in a lower than the original cost. This argument has force,
and can perhaps be applied without a great deal of qualification
where the municipality, under the franchise has the option of pur-
chasing the plant at any time. But where the municipality has no
such rights until the termination of the franchise, as well as under
many other conditions, it would seem to require some qualifications.
" While, generally spesLking, unreasonably high cost of con-
struction charges, excessive bond discounts, promoters fees, abnor-
mally high prices of labor and material, lack of proper engineering
investigation, poor management, the adverse state of the m.oney
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market, and other aimilar causes should not be made a oharjro a-
gainst the customers, there may also be conditions under which
such charges may, in a measure, be justified. The utility, for in-
stance, may have been badly needed at the time it was constructed,
so badly needed, in fact, that its construction could not safely
have been postponed to a more convehient time. The municipality
may not have been in a position to undertake this work on Its own
account, or on any better terms. No private party may have been
willing or able to assume the work on conditions that were any more
favorable. Under such conditions it might not always be fair or
equitable for the municipality, later on when the situation has
improved, to take any undue advantage of those who in good faith
undertook to furnish a service that was almost indispensable, and
that at the time could be had on no better terms. While all of the
conditions which have thus been enumerated are not present in
every case, there are many instances when one or more of them are
encountered. When they are thus met with, it would also seem that
special care should be exercised in passing upon the facts, in
order that no injustice be done to either side.
" The original cost of public utilities is somewhat affect--
ed by the fact that they are seldom completed in one continuous
operation or process of construction. Such utilities are usually
growing with the place or city where they are located.
" Wben first constructed they are, of course, pronortloned
to the size of the place they serve. As this ^lace grows or in-
creases in area and population, the utilities are also extended
from time to time to meet the increased demand upon them. Most
I1
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pulilio utilities have, therefore, been constructed by piecemeal,
or at retail rather than wholesale. This piecemeal construction,
like all retail business generally, is supposed to be relatively
more costly than if the entire plant had been built in one contin»
uous operation. In fact,, many engineers in testifying for the util-
ities have placed the additional cost through piecemeal construc-
tion at as high a figure as 10 to 25 percent of the total cost of
the plant.
" In most cases the cost is no doubt relatively lower when
business is done wholesale than at retail. This is a principle that
is generally recognized. Whether in the case of a water works, for
instance, the difference is as great as estimated, might be open to
question. Prices of material often vary with quantity purchased,
and on this theory can, perhaps, be obtained at lower coat if the
eiitire amount for a plant is bought at one time. But orices also
vary with other conditions. In fact they fluctuate so sharply in
the general markets that the greater cost because of the high prices
of one year, may be wiped out by the effect of the lower prices of
lower years. This may also be true of labo^ and possibly of the
other elements that enter into the cost of construction. New ex-
tensions, for instance, are often entirely planned and supervised
by the operating force of the plant which is already orgahi zed and
which is merely performing these duties in addition to their other
duties and without, perhaps, adding much of anything to the total
expense. In this way the cost of engineering, supervision and man-
agement may become even relatively less for extensions than for the
original part of the plant. This might also be true of interest
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during construction and this for the reason that rates of interest
and discounts are usually higher for a new and untried enterprise
than for a growing and established concern. The construction of
new plants of considerable size is also, as a rule, interrupted by
the seasons, and the effect of this may not differ very materially
from interruptions between each extension of the -olant. For these
and other reasons it is by no means certain that the extensions are
always any more costly, relatively, than the original t)art of the
plant, or that plants which have been enlarged or extended from
time to time are always relatively more costly than if they had
been built as one continuous operation. While all this is true, it
is, of course a fact that, everything else being equal, continuous
construction until a plant is completed may be somewhat less expen=
sive than construction which has been performed at different times.
That this is the case is in line with established theories and has
no doubt often been found to be the case in actual praotics. When
the conditions are such as to indicate that this is the case, it
would also seem fair that it should be taken into account in deter-
mining the value. That the increase in the cost, however, because
of piecemeal construction is often as great as to amount to 15 -ner
cent of the total cost of the plant, appears to us rather doubtful.
" Rut the cost of the original construction whatever it
may be, appears in the accounts and records of the plant, provided,
of course, that these have been accurately kept. When the records
are thus kept, they can readily be examined, not only as to their
aggregates, but as to the validity of each of the various items
that have been included in these totals.
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" But, unfortunately, the original records are often
mlsaing. Even when preserved they are often found to have 'been
loosely kept and to contain items that may not properly belonp in
the actual cost. Many plants have also had a varied career of ups
and downs, having passed through one or rrore receiverships and re-
organizations. These facts, together with changes in ownership,
may have resulted in partial or entire obliterations of all records
from which reliable information as to their cost and financial his-
tory might have >>een obtained. It may even be impossible to deter-
mine their cost to their present owners. In view of these and other
facts the original cost very frequently has to be omitted from con-
sideration in such valuations. The cost-value of the physical pro=
perty, therefore, has to be determined principally by what ^t would
cost to reproduce it"
.
(2) Reproduction Cost Method.
" In connection with the determination of the cost of re-
production of a plant, a great deal of engineering work and sln'li
is required. To begin with, it is necessary to obtain a complete
inventory of the physical property. Such an inventory must ordinar-
ily be secured by actual inspection and enumeration, aided of
course, by the records and by such other information as m.ay be had
from the ccm.pany. This inventory should include not only the dif-
ferent parts of the property of the Dlant, but the amount or quan-
tity of labor and material that wore required to rlace it in pos-
ition as a part of the completed plant. The next step in this con-
nection consists in finding a suitable price per unit, not only
of each class of property, but of the labor and material required
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in placing it in its proper place or position. These prices are
usually those which prevail at the time or those which constitute
the average market price for the past few years, Frorr these facts
the total cost of the labor and material that enters into a plant
is computed. In addition to this it is also necessary to ascertain
the time required for construction, in order that interest upon the
cost during the construction period m.ay be estimated, the probable
cost of engineering superintendence, insurance, and various other
factors. The sum of the cost of all these elements is usually said
to constitute the cost of reproduction new. The present value of
the plant is then determined by finding: the amount the property
has depreciated because of the time it has been in use. This de-=
preciation is found not only from the time the property has been so
used, but also by actual tests. When the total amount of the depre-
ciation has "been thus computed, it is deducted from the cost of re-
construction new, .and the balance that is thus obtained is held to
represent the present value of the plant. These methods of appraiti-
als thus show the cost of reproduction new as well as the cost of
reproduction new less depreciation.
" The term reproduction has been variously interpreted. Tn
some cases it has been held that it means a structure identical
with the one appraised. In other cases, again, it has been Reld to
mean simply a structure or plant of equal efficiency. Even the
courts appear to be divided upon these points. For comparatively
new or modern plants it would not seem to make much difference as
to which of these views is adopted. For older plants, however,
which are patched up and, to some extent at least, out of date.
»
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it may be of some importance. The latter classes of plants are
apt to have a number of separate parts for substantially the same
use, each part having been added as the business increased, or as
needed. To replace each of these separate parts would, undoubtedly,
be more costly than to replace them by one single unit or part, the
capacity and efficiency of which was equal to that of the several
separate units. Thus there may be several smaller supply and other
mains in a water works where one larger main would be equally ef-
ficient. In such cases there is likely to be some conflict between
those interested in agreeing upon the value of the plant, no matter
whether the appraisal is intended to disclose a price at which the
plant should be taken over, or to furnish a basis for a readjust-
ment of the rates. On the other hand, the multiT)licity of units
may not be a bad thing. It may tend to increase the safety of the
service. Where, for instance, there are several small instead of
one large main, there is much less danger of a temporary water fam-
ine in case of accidents than where there is only one main. There
is something to be said on both sides of this point. From the facts
we have so far obtained the indications are that, in this state
(Wisconsin) at least, the instances are not very numerous where the
inventory and construction of the established plants can not be
followed with a reasonable degree of safety.
" The cost of reconstruction new is not likely to be ex-
actly the same as the original cost. In the first place, there is
apt to be some differences as between the two cases in both the
quantities and the prices usdd. Plants of this kind, as a rule, are
not built in a short time. The original construction alone may
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cover two or more years. The plants are then extended from time
to tiir.e. The result is, that some parts may have been constructed
when prices were comparatively high, while other parts may have
been constructed when prices were lower. Certain parts of the plantr ,
which were a part of the original cost, may also have been aban-
doned and therefore not figure at all in the cost of reconstruction.
There are also likely to be many other items that come under this
head. Interest charges, superintendence and contingencies m.u3t be
matters of estimates in the cost of reconstruction, and these es-
timates may not agree with the original cost of these items. While
there are many factors which tend to keep the cost -figures in the
two cases apart, there are also some that tend to bring them to-
gether. While most of the latter are inherent in the situation and
often difficult to distinguish, they are nevertheless present. It
therefore often happens that the original cost, and the cost of
reconstruction new are closer together than might be supposed",
(a) Unit Prices.
" In determining the cost of reconstruction new, the ques-
tion is likely to arise as to whether current or average prices
should be used in computing the cost of the various parts. TT-oon this
point there are also many differences of opinion. Some hold that
current prices only should be used, others, again, hold that the
average prices during the period of reconstruction are the fairest,
and there are also many who think that t]ae average or normal prices
are the ones that should be adopted. There appears to be no uni-
form rule or practice upon this point, and some , therefore , use cur-
rent, while others use average prices. It is also probable that the
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choice of prices is a matter that should largely he povg? ned hy
the conditions in each case and by the purr»oaea for which the ap-"
praisal was intended. Current prices are the most easily obtained,
and they also offer the fewest complications, hut the results ohtaii
ed under them may not always be fair to all concerned, Averag'e
prices are more difficult to secure, and they also imDly that in
selecting them there must be choice of periods or quotations, upon
which choice many disputes m.ay hang. To secure prices, however,
that approximately represent normal conditions is by iio means im-
possible, and it is likely that such prices would in most cases be
the fairest of all. When this is the case, they should be adopted.
" Rates based upon valuations that rest on current prices,
would necessarily have to be changed with all changes in these
prices. This would m.anifeatly be impracticable and perhaps, also
unjust both to the plant and its customers. Prices of practically
every element that enters into a plant are moving upland down so
often that under no known method could rates be changed and anplled
with equal frequency. Since the rates could, therefore, not be m.ade
to move with the value of the plant, any attempt in this direction
even would inevitably result in som.e Injustice to one side or the
other.
" In view of these facts it would seem that the valuation
computed from current prices may be neither practicable nor fair
for rate making purposes. Rates should be as permanent as DO'^sible
under the circumstances. Frequent changes in them are iisturbing
both to the plants and to their customers. It is even bad from, an
indus trial point of view. In order to secure the greatest possible
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perma^cy in the rates, it is necessary that the valuation u-Don
which they rest should be subject to the fewest possible fluctua-
tions. This desired stability in the valuation can usually be ob-
tained by carefully computing it upon the average prices for a te-'m
of years for the various ."'actcrB t^'.at ent^r into Mie plant. Just
how long a pefiod should be chosen for this purpose cannot be stat-
ed off hand. But a little investigation will readily disclose the
usual or noriral prices in each case",
(b) Conclusion.
In conclusion the Wisconsin Railroad uommlssion says: "it
is not easy to f:et away from the fact that investors are entitled
to reasonable returns on the amounts that have been reasonably,
legitimately, and honestly invested in public utilities. Where this
holds good, then it also follows that the valuation that should be
adopted for rate-making purposes is a valuation that is represented
by such investirent. As already pointed out, this valuation may not
be accurately shown by either the original cost or the cost of re-
construction new, and yet one or both of these items may convey a
fairly good idea of what this value should be. The cost of repro-
duction new, for instance, if based upon normal rrices carefully
compiled, and if, in addition to this, due consideration is given
to the various other factors that may affect the value, is lil^ely
to be of material aid in determining a valuation of the physical
property of a plant for rate making purposes that is fair to all
concerned. In fact, it is usually the mrst im.portant factor in
this connection that can be obtained.
" \ifhile the cost of reproduction new is thus ordirarily
one of the important, if not the most im.portant, elem^ents that en-
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ter Into that valuation upon which the earnings should be "based,
there may also he Instances when the cost of reproduction new, less
depreciation, which, as stated, represents the present value of
puhlic utilities, Fay bear a close relation to the valuation in
question. This may apply with special force to plants the rptes of
which have, on the whole, been ample to cover operatinf expenses,
including depreciation, and a fair amount of interest and profits,
but in which cases the amount collected for the depreciation has
not been set aside or used for the purpose for which it was collect-
ed, but, on the contrary has, in one form or another, been distrib-
uted amoung the stock holders. Deprecia1:ion ray be described as the
amount that must be regularly set aside to cover wear and tear, etc.
in order to keep the original Investment intact. It is an operating
expense and should be borne by the customers throurb the rates paid
by them for the services rendered by the utility. Put when deprecia-
tion is so borne by them, it should be set aside until needed for
the renewals of worn out or useless parts or the plants. If under
these conditions it is not so set aside and used, but delivered to
the stockholders for their use or personal benefit, this diversion
is tant amount to the payment of dividents out of the capital. Tt
simply means that the money contributed by t^e consumers for the
upkeep of the plant and the investment, has been paid over to the
stockholders instead of being devoted to the purpose for which it
was properly intended. It can mean nothing else. Since depr^eciati on
in a sense, is intended to keep the investment intPct, it neces-
sarily follows that by turning it over to the stockholders, a part
of their capital is in reality returned to them, and that this, in
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turn. Is reducing their inveotment in t>^e r^lant. Since their
vectwent Is thus reduced, it would also geero that there should ^e
corresponding reductions in the amounts upon which rates paid hy
the consuir.ers are hased. There would certainly seeir to be instances
where no other course would he equitable all around, unless the
capital that has thus been withdrawn by the stockholders is restor
ed to the depreciation fund. Investors no more than any one elae
can both eat their cake and have it. Equal justice between invest-
orsand customers requires that under noriral conditions the rates
paid by the latter should be high enough to meet all reasonable
costs and to keep tbe investment intact. Under such conditions .lus-
tice also requires, that the amounts thus paid by the custorrers
should be devoted to the purposes for which they were properly in-
tended. Deviations from this should not, as a rule, become a charge
against the consumers. If the stock holders, insteed of keeping up
the plant, have appropriated for their own use the money contrib-
uted by the customers for this purpose, the amount so appropriated
should either be returned to the depreciation fund or deducted from
the valuation unon which rates are based",
(b) Land.
The market value of real estate at the time of appraisement
should be taken. The real estate of the Company will bBve appre-
ciated in value just as the -est of tbe real estate in the city has.
There is no method of valuation discovered which will give tbe ex
act value of real estate or do more than indicate wit>>in ^airly
close limits the figure at which to place the value.
Mr. W. D. Pence in the Madison Gas and Electric Ho. sub-
mitted a memorandum relating to valuation of real estate, from
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which the followin/s discussion of " sales method" is an ertraot.
" The sales method of valuinp real estate was used r^artially ir.
the Michigan railway appraisals of 1900 - 1901, and was later adopt
ed by the Railroad Commission of Wisconsin in steam road vB,lust1ons
It has since been used in many places in valuation of puMic ser-
vice properties for rate-makin? and taxation purposes and is gen-
erally accepted as a valuation aid to the judfment by experts en-
gaged in valuation work on a large scale. The sales method ray be
defined as a plan or process for the system.atic collection and
comparison of data relating to real estate transfers for tbe pur-
pose of estirrating true market realty values. A study is made of
the transfers of neighboring property having conditions or char-
acteristics similar to the land whose value is to be determined,
and is intended to duplicate, as nearly as may be, the mental or
Judicial processes ordinarily employed, by tht so called local
real estate expert; with a view to arriving at results anproxlmat-
ing those which would be reached by such local expe>-t actinr wit^--,
out bias or suggestion. Two interpretations of the sales method
have been most commonly employed. In 6ne of these the area and
consideration in each sale of similarly situated land is found,
and the average unit price (per square foot, per square foot fron-
tage, per lot, per acre, etc.), ascertained, and this unit nnplied
to the tract under investigation. The other application of the
method introd-ices what, in many cases, is believed to be an add-
itional safeguard, consisting of the use of the average assessed
value of adjacent or similarly situated lands, in combination with
an average ratio or percentage representing the relationship of
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the assessed value of transfered lands to the totnl consideration
paid for such transfered lands in the district or locality under
consideration, all of these figures being based on the' ground
values* exclusive of the improvenrents thereon. Such use of assess-
ment figures is designed to introduce^ as far as may he, the re-
sults of the judical process of the ansessor who, at least in
theory, serves on "behalf of f^e public as an un^-iased exrert in the
matter of relative valuations, and who atteirpts to wake allowance
for the pecular attributes or characteristics of individual par-
cels of real estate in any given locality or neighborhood of a city.
In the broader and more flexible applications of the sales method,
the expe-'"--. adopts one or the other of the processes .lust outlined,
or blends the two together in such a fashion as to yield the most
consistent and trustworthy results".
(c) Interest During Construction,
If the original cost method of valuing plant is used the
cost of interest during construction, engineering expense, leral
expense, and contingencies should be found in the com.pany's records
and books.
In case the reproduction cost is used the percentage allow-
ed to cover the expenses during construction, mientioned above, is
estim.ated. Generally from 10 to 14 per cent of the physical value
of the riant is allowed. The proper percentage to be allowed will
vary for different plants. All the conditions affecting the allow-
ance should be studied in order that it may be fair to both the
Public and Company.
Engineering expense is usually taken at about 5 per c^nt.
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Interest during construction ia taken at full rate of in-
terest that would have to be mid for the hcrrowed ironey, -^or a
length of time equal to one-half of the construction period. If
the construction period was est i mated to last one year and 6 per
cent was the proper Interest rate on the borrowed money, then 3 ^
would be allowed to cover interest during construction.
Expense of legal work, organization, c?isualty, Insurance,
omissions and contingencies are covered by an allowance varying
froTT 2 r >r cent to about 7 per cent.
(i) Cost of Securing Franchise.
No other franchise values should be considered in calcu-
lating fair water rates than those which are represented by a
reasonable cost to the investors of securing the franchises. The
mere granting of a franchise does not imply any right on the part
of the grantee to a seperate value of such franchise, over and
above its costs, that may be capitalized for rate making purposes.
If there is any value in a franchise because of its terms, it is a
value which should be a benefit to the consumers and Public in tha
the investors will be satisfied with a smaller rate of interest on
the investment. For instance if a franchise is perpetual and shuts
out com.petition then certain elements of risk are removed and tho
investment better safeguarded; and the investors will be satisfied
with a lower rate than where the franchise is for a limited tlm.e
and does not utterly shut out competition. If the City receives a
consideration in return for granting the franchise in the way of
free water etc., the consumer will generally "He found to be foot-
ing the bill. If the Com.pany is compelled to furnish water to the
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City without ccirpensation from the City, it will adc the cost
of Buch service to its operating expenses and charge it to the
consumerg. The taxpayer, who is not a customer would he benefited
at an expense to the private consumer,
(e) Discount on Bonds.
It has heen customary in almost all cases to allow for the
discount on bonds. So far as the fixed annual charge of Interest to
be paid to the bondholder is concerned there is no difference be-
tween paving 4 per cent Interest on ^ 100 000 or 5 per cent inter-
est on t 80 000. In certain cases, the discount should not >e al-
lowed. In the Pallroad Age r.azette, January 29 th., 1909, nage 219
the following argument bearing on the question is given ns follows:
" There is cobsiderable diversity of opinion as regards the
proper treatm.ent of discount on securities sold. There is a distinc-
tio^ between bonds, representing corporate indebtedness as to the
tine of their redemption, and share capital representing ownership
and which as a rule is redeemable. In relation to the former there
can be but one tenable view. If a company can market its 50 year
4 per cent bends at 90 per cent of par. It means th«t the company *s
credit is on a 4 l/2 per cent basis; that it could mar>:et a like
security raying 4 l/2 per cent at par. If it elects to l-^sue at the
lower rate it is merely sacrificing principal for the sake of a
reduction in the annual interest charge; in other words. It is P^e~
paying interest which would accrue during the life of the issue. If
^ 10 000 000 par value were issued at 90 per cent, the discount
would amount to I 1 000 000 and the difference in Interest to
t 50 000 per year, or f 2 500 000 in 50 years. Obviously the com-
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pany cannot claim the privilege of capitalizing the discount,
while availing itself of the reduction in interest. Tf such a course
were legitimate in the case of a 5 or 10 per cent discount, it
would he equally so if the discount were 50 or '75 per cent, when
the ahsurdity of the proposition would he perfectly apparent. The
sopiewhet general practice of prorating the discount, as a charge
against revenues, over the terir of the obligation's existence is
sound; but this should be done, not in equal 1 rstallinents , but on
the basis of the appreciated value of the >-ond as it anproaches par
at maturity. There is no aTDparent objection to charging disccunt
of this nature in a lump sum against an accuTrulated surrlue. The
capitalization of discount on stocks, Involving as it does the
introduction of fictitious values in carital assets, is wholly in-
defensible",
(2) Going Value.
The value of a plant on which a fair return should be bas^
ed will include, besides the costs of physical plant, the cost of
building up the business i, e. of securing customers. During its
early life the plant will, in all probability, have been operated
at a loss due to the fact that the number of its customers was
insufficient. A mere physical plant is worthless unless it has or
can obtain a paying business. A water works plant cannot be called
a going business or a paying concern until its amount of business
is such that the revenues will meet operating expenses including
a reasonable amount for interest and profits.
The amount by which the earnings fail to meet these re-
qmirements may be regarded as deficits from the operation. The
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deficits constitute the cost of building up the business of the
plant. They are as Fuoh a part of the cost of buildinp up tbe >^us-
iness as loss of interest during the construction of the riant is
a part of the cost of its construction. They are taken into ac-
count by those who enter upon such undertakings, and if they can-
not be recovered in some way, the plant fails by that mucb to yield
reasonable returns upon the amount that has been expended upon it
and its business. Such deficits tnay be covered either by being re-
garded as a part of the investment and included in tbe capital utd-
on which interest is allowed, or they may be carried until they
can be written off when the earnings bave grown sufficientlv to
permit it. When capitalized they become a perm.anent charge on the
consumers. Whether the deficits should go into the capital account,
or whether they should be written off, as indicated, are quer?tlons
that largely depend on the circumstances in each parti cu^Iar case.
The cost of developing a business of water works m.a^ be
made up of many different kinds of expenditures. It may include
ti e cost of advertising, soliciting, demonstrations showing the
advantage of baling water under pressure in the bouses, the makinr
of free connections, the granting of lower than tbe regular rates,
and many other outlays of this character in order to secure custom-
ers. It may also include losses to the investors because of the
fact that the plants in their earlier years failed to earn enough
to meet all the requirem.ents for operating expenses. Including de-
preciation and a regsonable return upon the Investment.
Such costs or deficits are, generally speaking, unavoidable.
Few, if any, plants are paying from the start. The only way in
which many, if most of them, can be made paying concerns

at the start la apparently by having the city or
taxpayers hear
the losB. Private customers cannot always he made to
foot the de-
ficits, for the rates required to yield reasonable
returns at the
start or while the business is light, are more than
likely to be
80 high that rather than pay them the consum.ers
would forego the
service. Both of these methods of making up the losses,
therefore,
would seem to be impractiicable . It seems to follow
that the ea-ly
losses will for a time have to be met by the Investors.
It should not be expected, however, that these
sacrifices
will be anything but temporary. The investors expect
such losses
to be made good later on when the business will warrant
It. They
regard such losses as an additional investment upon
which they
are entitled to a fair -eturn ,1u8t as on the rest
of the capital.
If they were not so repaid no money would ever be
used by priv-
ate investorsin such undertakings. If the investor is
not reason-
ably sure that he will receive a fair return upon his
money in-
vested in water works he will place it in other fields
where he
can have assurance of fair returns.
The Railroad Commission of Wisconsin in the Antigo ^ater
Gc.
case makes the statements quoted below, which seem
reasonable to
any fair minded person: ^ The total investment consists
of the cost
of the plant, of its business, and of its franchise.
The cost of
operation consists of the expense of running the plant,
including
depreciation and a reasonable- return upon the investment. The
amount represented by the investment is furnished by the
investors:
the operating expenses are borne by the consum.ers. Tf
the earnings
are not sufficient to cover these expenses, the service
will, in
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the long run, not ^e furnished. In other words,
In this case, as
in life generally, the price must be Paid
if the service is to he
had. AS services of this kind are usually worth
r-ore than they cost
it is, as a rule, In line with the hest policy
that they should
te provided and that the cost of the same
should he paid In full.
" It would seem further that there Is no
p-lnclple of .lust-
ice upon which the service can be had on any
other tern^s. When
private capital is Invested in such utilities,
there is at le.st
a tacit Understanding to the effect that the
investors will re-
oeive a reasonable return upon their capital as
soon as conditions
warrant it. That this Is the case is self
evident, wheth-^r express-
ed or not, and regardless of such errors of
Judgirent .s sor-etimes
creep into undertakings of this nature. There
are obligations and
rights on the side of both the investors and
consumers. Tt is the
duty of the investors to furnish a reasonably
efficient T,lant and
.management and a reasonably adequate service.
When these obliga-
,
tions are fulfilled, they are ordlnarly entitled
to a reasonable
return upon their investment and services. It is
ti-e duty of the
consumers to pay reasonable rates for the services
they obtain, and
they have the right to demand an efficient
management and a reason-
ably adequate service. These matters are
questions of eoulty betwe^|
investors and consumers. Their obligations and
eights are measured
by the total investment and by the service as a
whole. The elements
should "be considered tog:ether.
If the deficits during the early life of the
plants were
not included in the value of the' plant new capital
would keep out
of the water works field, and injustice would he done to
capital

already invested in this field. In the first case the consumers
I
would suffer in finding no private capital availahle or willing to
i
be invested in supplying water? and in the latter case the present
investors in this field would he unjustly treated.
"Just how long it takes for a properly situated and well
I
managed plant to reach the self sustaining stage is not certain.
I
Some plants reach this stage within a few years, while others re-
i
I
quire many years 8 or more to reach it. Som.e plants m.ay never reach
I
it?
i
I
In the Engineering News, Vol. 64, page 440 is given an eT-
t
tract from an interesting study of the growth of water worlds income
;
from domestic service in typical sections of the city of Tndian-
j
I
apolis, Ind., submitted before the New England Water Works 'Associa-
I
tion by Mr. Prank C. Jordan, Secretary of the Indianapolis Water
i
Co. Plate 2 on the following page is a diagram which tells the story
of the growth graphically. This diagram, is a copy of the diagram
submitted by Mr. Jordan in his discussion.
Mr. Jordan, said tha.t the company has a total of "525 miles
of pipe in its distribution system, the average diameter of the
pipe being in excess of 10 inches. Some 25 000 taps supply between
20 000 and 30 000 buildings of various classes. There are about
55 000 buildings in the city, so only 55 fo of the total num.ber is
supplied. This percentage is lower than in the average city of the
class of Indianapolis. The growth of income is rapid up to the
fifth year, and is slow until the thirteenth year when the growth
increases. The growth after the thirteenth year is not, however,
as rapid as during the first 5 years.
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(3) Working Capital.
In every business undertaking some working capital is need-
ed. The amount of such working capital will have to "be detorrined
by a study of the Company *s operations. For example, if salaries
are paid once a month directly after monthly bills ar© paid to the
Company, then the amount of working capital needed will obviously
be m.uch less. On the other band if water bills are paid every three
or six months while salaries are paid e^rery month then m.ore work-
ing capital is needed. Pipes, valves, meters etc, must be kept on
hand ready for emergency. This represents working cepit5^1, Money
must be on hand for payment of small bills in order to take advan-
tages of discounts. A study of the plant *s operations is necessary
in order to fix the proper amount of working capital uTon wbich
interest should be allowed.
DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME.
Now that the factors affecting the fair rate of return have
been discussed, the distribution of the burden of paying for the
service should be looked into. The private consumer should pay his
proper proportion of this cost and the public its share. Such a
division can be carriad out where commissions such as the Pailroad
Commission of Wisconsin or the Commission of the State of Maryland
has been given legislative powers. The Railroad Com.miission of Wis-
consin states that the division should be m^ade in order that ,1u3-
tice be done to the consumers.
At this point It might be well to outline the method adopt-
ed by the R. R. Commission of Wisconsin in its decision on tbe case
of Christian Deck et al "^s. Board of Water Commissions of the City
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of Madison. In this decision the Comroission states emphatically
that the burden of returns on investment should "he "borne "by the
Public and the Con3u.m.ers in proper proportion. The practice of
giving free water for any public purpose results in an in.lustice
to the consumers who would have to pay for such free water. All
water used for public purposes should be m.et by taxation.
The general m.ethod of proceedure was as follows. In arri'"'1n?
at the value of the plant a separation was made into plant used
for public purpose and T?lant used for private consumers. It was
found that 49. F ^ of the entire plant was devoted to public use
and 50.4 i to private use.
Next the water consumption was analyzed. It was found for
the year ending Sept. 30, 1909, that pri^-^ate consumption was
254,795,608 gallons, public consum.ption 18^5,52^5,000 gallons, and
that consum.ed in operation 178,998,392 gallons. Considering only
private and public consum.ption, the private consumption was 58.2 f
of the sum of the two, and the public consumption was 41.8
The general operating expenses were studied and a division
made into capacity or dem.and expense ( which was a fixed expense
and did not vary with the amount of consum-ption ) and output ex-
pense which varied directly with the output. The capacity expen-
ses amounted to 49.93 ^, and the output expense am.ounte^d to 50.07
of the total operating expense. Next interest, depreciation and tax-
es were divided into capacity expense and output expense >^y apply-
ing these sam.e percentages to them i. e,, 49.93 ^ and 50.07 ^ ,
The output and capacity expenses were next apiDorticned be-
tween the City and the private consumers. It was decided that the
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capacity expenses should he apportioned in the sB.me rRtlo as the
value of the entire physical plant i. e. the public was to "bear
49.6 fc of the capacity expense and the private consurrers 50,4 ^.
Next the output expense was apportioned in accordance with
the percent of water actually used by each. That is the public is
to bear 41.8 ^ of the output expenses and the private consumers
58.2 fc.
The next problem was to charge up the private output and
capacity expenses to the private consumers. This was done as fol-
1 ows.
Output expense : -K^owi ng the total output expense and the total
water pumped for private consumption, public consumption, and con-
sumption in operation, the proper output ^.harge per 1000 gallons
was arrived at.
Capacity expense : "This expense was met by imposing a separate
charge, levied against each consumer, or tenant or dwelling, etc.,
a meter charge varying with th© size and expense of installation,
and a nominal charge for meter reading levied against each m.eter.
The meter charge is based upon interest ,. denreciati on and mainten-
ance of meters installed. Logically the meter charge should vary
with the investment in each case. This investm.ent varies wif^- the
size of meter. The nom.inal charge for reading m^eter would be the
same for all sizes of m.eters as a large 3/4 inch meter can be read
as quickly as a 5/? inch m.eter. The consumer or service charge was
harder to arrive at. It included general office expenses, collecticn
expenses. Interest and depreciation upon the investment. Every ccn-
sum.er calls into use a certain investm.ent. Even if he should con-
sume nothing he would still have to be carried on the boolts and a
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certain amount of equipment would have to be held in readiness to
serve him whenever he might choose to use water. Such fixed expenses
properly constitute a definite consumer charge. Perhaps the fairest
manner of assessing this charge is in accordance with the demand
which each consum.er is likely at any time to make uvon the plant:
in other words, in proportion to his installation and lil^ihcod to
use that installation. But precisely this class of data was not a-
vailahle in this case, and the nearest apr>roach to a scientific
water rate that could "be m^ade in this case was to prom.ulgate a con-
sumer charge based upon the num.ber of consumers. Hence the total
consumer capacity charge was divided by the num.ber of consumers to
get a consumier or service charge.
In this way there was a fixed meter charge depending on the
size of meter installed plus a consumer or service charge. In this
case the charge for a 5/B inch m.eter for a period of 6 months was
t 1.50 for one consumer on meter, t 2.50 for two consum.ers on meter
etc. The t 1 was the consumer charge for each consumer. The ^ .50
was the meter charge and covered interest and depreciation on 5
inch Fieter and the cost of reading mieter.
The above outline of the method used in separating the costs
into public and private, and the further separation of T^rivate costr;
gives a general method for subdividing and properly r! istributing
the burden
.
It seemxS that the R. R. Comma ssl on in the above case ex-
amined each item of the plant and assigned total cost of such item
to the City or to the Private consum.er or assigned a part to each.
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In arriving at the physical value of the plant, discuss-
ed on pages 33 to 59, a separation should "be made Into plant used
for private consumers. Each item should he analyzed and its cost as-
signed to the Public or to tv^e Private consumers or a port assigned
to eac^. In this way the proportion of the plant used for the two
purposes can he ascertained.
The general operating expenses must be subdivided into
capacity and dem.and expenses. The capacity expenses are charged to
the Public and the private consumers in the same proportion as the
physical value of the plant. The output expenses are apportior«ed to
the Public and private consiomers directly as the amount of water con-
sumed by each.



